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(22) Filed: Jan. 18, 2005 bedpan and the pain of being lifted. This way gives the 
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and dried in the hospital without the assist of hospital 
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TOOTH PASTE TOOTH BRUSH ALL IN ONE 

BACKGROUND 

0001) Applicant found three patents with similar classi 
fications on wed search threw patent office. 
0002 U.S. Pat. No. 6,931,684 pertains to a hole in 
mattress and frame on track. 

0003 U.S. Pat. No. 6,647,571 this pertains to a slide 
bedpan under bed frame. 
0004 U.S. Pat. No. 4,122,565 is mattress pad protective 
cover for mattress pad. 
0005) 
bed pan. 

I have gone one step more in this process of this 

0006. This bed pan was put on a track such as electric 
train with forward and reverse that was incorporate into a 
cleaning and drying system to clean a patent bottom. When 
not in use the bedpan is moved and the protective mattress 
pad and cover is under the patents bottom. 
0007 When the bed pan is used the bed pan is moved 
under the patents bottom and the mattress pad is moved. 
0008) 
0009. When the bed pan is activated electrically, manual 
etc Or SenSOrS. 

In reverse direction. 

0010 Agust of warm water is sprayed onto a persons 
behind. 

0011. Then a dryer is set on timer to allow a person 
behind to be dried. 

0012. When finished the bedpan is activated and moved 
forward to the end of the bed. 

0013 There a spring is released to cover the waste, and 
a light will allow the nurse to empty when needed. 
0014. This is the answer to the hospital needs of under 
management of Staff personal and lawsuits of nurses with 
bad backs. And abusing of patent needs. This is the bed pan 
of the future. 
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SPECIFICATION VIEWS 

0015 The universal comfort bedpan was made with a old 
train track with forward and reverse motion with bed pan on 
top track with opening in mattress pad and spring holding lid 
the bottom half of track has the Opening in mattress pad and 
spring holding the bottom half of the track has the mattress 
pad. View I 

0016. The next view shows the bed pan engaged in 
forward motion and the protective mattress pad on the 
bottom of the track view II 

0017 Last view is the bed pan has been used and the lid 
has come down to cover the bedpan top and the spring 
mattress pad has filled the hole View III 

0018) Next page shows a waterhole inside a protective 
unite with sensors the water is forced inside a tiny hole in 
bedpan by small fan. View VI 

0019. Following the timed sensors is a heating element 
that is fan driven that sends heat to the bedpan so the 
moisture is dried. View V 

0020 Last I’m Showing the lip where bed pan slides into 
effect for waste removal light can be attached to this unit 
making this the versatile unit on the market View VI 

1. I Dawn Eileen Hughes claim all rights to the universal 
comfort bedpan and all prior art. 

My claim is for incorporation of a cleaning and drying and 
the way the bedpan is used with other inventions 
mentioned earlier at beginning of my patent. 

I Dawn Eileen Hughes claim my full patent rights to the 
function of the universal comfort bedpan. 


